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Key features
•

The ultimate quiz book for Spurs fans

•

1,000 questions in 100 categories

•

Exciting, wide-ranging and extensively researched content

•

One of a series of quiz book across a number of well-known
football clubs

•

It will be featured in the Racing Post newspaper upon release
and promoted both in the paper and by email to their many
thousands of subscribers

Description
How much do you really know about the club you love? You can find out by exploring the 1,000 questions set out in 100 categories
that make up this Tottenham Hotspur quiz book. It’s not often that books on football make reference to philosophy, snooker, the
Bible, the Falklands War, Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, Louis Armstrong, Chaucer and EastEnders, but this one does! Call
Yourself a Spurs Fan? is a quirky, challenging affair for real Spurs fans who can test themselves or take each other on, with the emphasis
on enjoyment and discovery. Try these for size: Which club did Spurs meet ten Boxing Days in a row on the same ground? Which Spurs
double winner sounds like a policeman in a forge? Three post-war Spurs managers have been followed in the role by a man whose surname
began with the same letter as the departing manager, which six managers are involved here? You will struggle to find anything as
comprehensive as this eclectic collection. It’s a must for Spurs fans of all ages and you might not see anything quite like it again.
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